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Abstract: Recent advances in the application of semiconductor nanocrystals, or quantum 
dots, as biochemical sensors are reviewed. Quantum dots have unique optical properties that 
make them promising alternatives to traditional dyes in many luminescence based 
bioanalytical techniques. An overview of the more relevant progresses in the application of 
quantum dots as biochemical probes is addressed. Special focus will be given to 
configurations where the sensing dots are incorporated in solid membranes and immobilized 
in optical fibers or planar waveguide platforms. 
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1. Introduction  
The advent of Nanotechnology, introducing control over matter at the nanometer scale, has 
produced a new class of materials with novel properties, creating new possibilities in a diversity of 
domains. In particular, biotechnology is already taking advantage from the versatility of nanoparticles 
with a variety of sizes, shapes and compositions (metal, polymer, semiconductor,…) [1-3]. The 
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reduced dimensions of the particles is a key factor leading to the possibility of enhancement and 
tailoring of many of the material properties (electrical, optical, chemical…) which, at such scale, 
become size and/or shape dependent. Enhanced mechanical properties, tunable light scattering or 
luminescence due to quantum size effects, are examples of features that can be controlled at the 
nanoscale. In addition, the small size of the particles provides a large interfacial area which enables 
bioconjugation (i.e., combination of the nanoparticle with biomolecules like antibodies) allowing such 
properties to be integrated in biological systems. In this way, the performance of conventional 
techniques can be largely improved and an entirely new set of exciting applications becomes available 
[4-6]. 
In this context, luminescent semiconductor nanocrystals, or quantum dots (QDs), are particularly 
attractive for biochemical sensing and imaging applications. Fluorescence is the basis of a large 
number of bioassays and chemical sensing techniques. In this regard, the unique optical properties of 
QDs are highly favorable when compared to those of traditional molecular fluorophores. The ability to 
tune their luminescence characteristics by particle size control, combined with relatively high quantum 
yields, narrow fluorescence emission, very broad absorption spectrum and an outstanding photo-
stability provide new solutions to many of the problems associated with traditional luminescence 
sensors and are the promise for a completely new set of applications [7-9]. 
QDs’ unique features have attracted a considerable interest and the variety of new applications is 
expanding quickly. Although this is a relatively recent field of research, the synthesis of QDs 
associated to their applications in a diversity of domains has been the subject of several reviews. Early 
reviews focused on synthesis, functionalization and material properties, and provided a prospective 
view of the field [10, 11]. More recently, the use of QDs as labels in biomedical imaging or in 
immunoassays has seen several breakthroughs which were analyzed by different authors [8, 12, 13]. 
Very good reviews have been published on the use of QDs in new sensing strategies, giving either a 
general overview of the field [14], or a more focused discussion on biosensing applications and future 
trends [15-17]. Other fields of interest such as laser applications or fundamental physical experiments 
have also been reviewed [18-20]. 
Nevertheless, due to the large research efforts dedicated to this topic, a number of sensing 
applications has recently appeared and this is currently an expanding field of research. In particular, the 
immobilization of nanocrystals in solid membranes and its use in combination with optical fiber or 
planar platforms has seen some progress. Such arrangements are a key step towards the development of 
advanced analytical instrumentation, aiming small scale and multiparameter capability. For this, QDs 
are very well suited because of their high photostability and multiplexing ability. 
In this paper, a brief overview on recent progress in QDs sensing applications is described. 
Particular focus will be given to an emerging area: the application of QDs of II/VI materials as sensing 
elements while immobilized in a solid host which can be used in combination with optical fiber or 
integrated optics sensing technology. 
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2. Quantum dots: a brief overview  
Quantum Dots are small particles of a semiconductor material, consisting of a few hundreds to 
thousands of atoms. Their small size, ranging for most of the systems from 1 nm to 10 nm, is mostly 
responsible for their unique optical, electrical and chemical properties.  
The main procedures by which QDs can be fabricated, attaining 3D confinement of the charge 
carriers, include diffusion controlled growth, lithography, epitaxy and colloidal chemistry. Combined 
lithographic patterning and etching is a possible pathway [21], and epitaxial growth over pre-patterned 
substrates has also been investigated [22]. More recently, techniques exploring self-assembly 
mechanisms are being successfully explored [20]. Nevertheless they rely on expensive MBE or 
MOCVD systems. In all physical deposition approaches the resulting QDs are embedded in a solid 
matrix and are, therefore, more adapted to integrated optoelectronic devices (QD lasers and detectors). 
Other techniques have been explored for applications requiring further chemical manipulation and 
processing. 
Alternative approaches include the synthesis of QDs using colloidal chemistry techniques which are 
very often associated to molecular precursor chemistry. For these methods the semiconductor 
nanoparticles are homogeneously generated in a coordinating solvent or in the presence of a chemical 
stabilizer. The synthesis of QDs in high boiling point solvents have been particularly successful in 
yielding nearly monodispersed QDs with very narrow emission bands [10, 18]. Because QDs produced 
in this way have their surfaces capped with organic ligands, they are compatible with further 
(bio)chemical surface modification. So, they are particularly suited for sensing applications involving 
luminescence. This review will focus on the sensing applications of QD-based devices. 
2.1. Quantum confinement and optical properties 
The main differences between the macrocrystalline semiconductor and the corresponding 
nanocrystalline material arise from two fundamental factors that are size related. The first one is 
associated to the large surface area to volume ratio of nanoparticles and the second one is related to the 
three-dimensional quantum confinement of their charge carriers. In the particular case of 
semiconductors, quantum confinement takes place whenever the nanoparticles’ size is smaller than the 
exciton Bohr radius of the bulk semiconductor, aB (typically in the 1 nm to 10 nm range which is still 
much larger than the semiconductor lattice constant, <1nm). 
A direct consequence of the 3D confinement is that the energy levels of the excited carriers 
(exciton) will become discrete and approach the molecular behavior as the particle size decreases. An 
ideal quantum dot can be treated like a spherical quantum box, and will display an atomic like 
absorption spectrum. The energies of the quantized states in the conduction and valence “band” can be 
calculated using the Schrödinger equation and the effective mass approximation. However, considering 
that both electron and hole are confined into a space smaller than the Bohr radius of the exciton, they 
cannot be considered as mutually independent making the solutions of the equation harder to get. Many 
authors have suggested different approaches to this problem from which resulted some approximate 
analytical expressions or even numerical solutions that are in good agreement with experimental data 
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[23]. Brus et al. [24] showed that, for cadmium sulfide (CdS) and cadmium selenide (CdSe) 
nanocrystals, the size dependence for the fundamental electron-hole state, E1S1s, can be described by 
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where a is the particle radius, µ the electron-hole reduced mass, e the electronic charge and ε the 
dielectric constant of the bulk semiconductor. The first term on the right, Eg, corresponds to the bulk 
bandgap energy, the second term accounts for the confinement energy and the third term for the 
electron-hole Coulomb interaction. Equation (1) shows that, besides inducing energy quantization, 
decreasing the dots size makes the Coulomb term shift the total energy to lower values with a a-1 
dependence. Conversely, the confinement term adds to the total energy with a a-2 dependence. This 
way, for smaller dot sizes, the confinement term becomes dominant and the optical spectrum shows a 
blue shift in the band edge energy when the QD’s size is decreased below aB. The smaller the dot the 
greater will be the blue shift observed relative to the typical Eg of the bulk semiconductor. 
Like in bulk semiconductors, the band edge energy determines the absorption onset and the 
luminescence peak emission (near band edge). Therefore, QDs will absorb any photon with energy 
hν > E1S1s and display an emission peak around the same energy value. In this context, Equation (1) 
shows that QD technology allows band gap tuning by control of the nanoparticles size (a) or material 
type (ε).  
As the nanoparticles size decreases, an increasing overlap of the confined charge carriers wave 
functions translates into strongly enhanced absorption coefficients. Because the amount of possible 
transitions grows with photon energy, the absorption coefficient increases steadily as the excitation 
wavelength is shifted towards the blue. On the other hand, emission processes in QDs result from 
electron-hole recombination and are strongly dependent on the competition between such radiative 
processes and non-radiative recombination mechanisms. Non-radiative processes occur mainly at 
defects located at the nanocrystal surface. In this context, the large surface/volume ratio of QDs allows 
to obtain enhanced quantum yields by control of their surface chemistry and passivation of surface 
defects. In a particularly successful strategy, overcoating the nanocrystal core (CdSe) with an outer 
shell of an higher bandgap semiconductor (ZnS) resulted in quantum yields in the 50% range. Besides 
the increased brightness, core-shell systems provide increased photostability and chemical resistance 
[25, 26]. More recently, highly luminescent CdSe core nanocrystals caped with a multi-shell layer (CdS 
and ZnS) have been reported, displaying quantum yields in a 70-85 % range [27]. 
While an ideal quantum dot displays an atomic like discrete spectrum, in synthetic nanocrystals the 
linewidths are limited by thermal broadening. This way, the emission spectrum of a single QD can 
have, at room temperature, full widths at half maximum (FWHM) of a few nanometers. However, the 
major source of emission broadening in QDs comes from their size distribution. In a colloidal 
dispersion the solid particles have approximately, but not exactly, the same size. Because the emission 
of a QD is related to its size, the slight differences in size result in slight variations in the emission 
wavelength. As a consequence, the emission spectrum of a certain nanocrystal ensemble will be much 
broader than the individual QDs spectra. Currently, it is possible to achieve size distributions with 
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variation lower than 5%. This translates into a FWHM of approximately 25-30 nm, which is quite 
narrow in comparison to the spectral response of many luminescent dyes.  
A typical absorption spectrum of a CdSe QD ensemble is shown in Figure 1 (left). In contrast with 
traditional dyes, which have broad emission spectra with a characteristic long red tail, nanocrystals 
present a symmetrical (approximately Gaussian) and relatively narrow emission profile and a very 
broad absorption spectrum. These two features combined allow to obtain a large equivalent Stokes 
shift, which can be tuned by setting excitation at any wavelength lower than the emission peak, 
facilitating the discrimination of the QDs’ luminescent emission. In addition, it also introduces the 
possibility of exciting different QDs with the same optical source. This can be observed in Figure 1 
(right) where the emission of different CdSe and CdTe QDs, coated with a ZnS shell, was obtained by 
excitation with a single blue LED.  
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Figure 1. Left –Typical absorption  spectrum of CdSe nanocrystal QDs. Right - Normalized emission 
spectra of different samples of core-shell QDs immobilized in a sol-gel matrix. Peak emissions from 
blue to red are 520nm (CdSe/ZnS), 610nm (CdSe/ZnS) and 680nm (CdTe/ZnS). The spectrum of the 
excitation source, a blue LED (470nm), is also shown. 
Depending on the particles size, the emission of CdSe quantum dots can be continuously tuned from 
465 nm to 640 nm, corresponding to a size ranging from 1.9 nm to 6.7 nm (diameter), respectively. 
This range can be extended with cadmium-telluride (CdTe) quantum dots which emit further into the 
red (600nm-725nm). Core-shell systems of cadmium-based semiconductor materials overcoated with 
ZnS, provide bright luminescence over the whole visible range and are the preferred systems of most 
sensing applications. Figure 2 shows typical samples of organically capped CdSe/ZnS QDs, dispersed 
in toluene, under UV irradiation at room temperature. Higher-energy emission is possible with CdS 
(350nm-470nm). Infrared emission is also available (780nm-2000nm) using indium arsenide (InAs), or 
lead selenide /sulfide (PbSe/PbS) nanocrystals.  
In comparison with conventional molecular dyes, QDs have bright, narrow and stable 
photoluminescence, provide larger equivalent Stokes shifts, and allow to tune their properties. This set 
of characteristics gives nanocrystals a great advantage in many traditional luminescence applications. 
All these features are highly attractive for optical fiber and planar platforms applications. 
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In particular, QDs’ wavelength multiplexing ability is very well suited for many existing optical 
fiber or microarray configurations. In this regard, having identical nanoparticles from the material point 
of view, but with different optical properties, introduces the possibility of batch processing 
multiparameter/multipoint sensors with much simpler procedures. Each set of nanoparticles can be 
prepared with similar quantum yield, surface chemistry and set of environmental sensitivities. 
Conversely, when using traditional dyes, different emission wavelengths are provided by completely 
different chemical species, sometimes presenting dramatically different quantum yields and chemical 
properties. 
In fiber and planar waveguide platforms, the increased photostability of core-shell QDs is a key 
feature. In fact, in such devices sensing can take place at very small scale and small sample volumes 
can be easily exposed to very high excitation energy densities. While most dyes present severe 
photodegradation when illuminated by energetic radiation, quantum dots have demonstrated to be 
photostable in most situations. Although photobleaching has been reported in bare dots, nanocrystals 
with an adequate protective shell are known to remain extremely bright even after several hours of 
exposure to moderate to high levels of UV radiation. On the other hand, the luminescence emission of 
common dyes can vanish completely after a few minutes.  
 
Figure 2. Photoluminescent CdSe/ZnS QDs dispersed in toluene (UV light irradiation). 
In practice, the photostability of nanocrystals depends on their surface coatings (bare dots, core 
shell, or other), and on the surrounding environment (solution or solid matrix). Depending on these 
circumstances, different behaviors have been observed. Some authors reported photo-enhancement, 
i.e., a gradual increase of the luminescence intensity, under UV irradiation, both in solution and in 
solid hosts [28, 29]. Both reversible and non-reversible photo-enhancements were observed and, 
usually, both components can coexist. The increase in luminescence is explained by a light-induced 
rise of the dots potential barrier, preventing excited carriers from escaping the QDs and favoring 
radiative recombination. Photo-induced passivation of surface defects is another possible mechanism 
involved. After enhancement, slow photo-degradation usually follows. The time scales of these 
behaviors depend strongly on the power densities to which the samples are submitted.  
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For CdSe nanocrystals, encapsulated in a glass matrix, Verma and collaborators observed that the 
photoluminescence intensity showed a linear dependence with the excitation optical power up to 
moderately high power densities (aprox. 400W/cm2). For higher excitation powers, excited carrier 
densities dramatically increased and the observed dependence was no longer linear. In addition, shifts 
in the band-edge luminescence could be observed either due to ‘band-filling’ processes (blue shift) or 
to photo-induced heating of the sample (red shift)[30].  
Much research has been carried out regarding QDs’ photostability and apparently contradictory 
results are often reported. However, these apparent contradictions are often caused by differences in 
host environments and/or distinct nanocrystals surfaces chemistry. While QDs surface chemistry is the 
key to obtain highly photostable nanocrystals, it is also the way by which the nanoparticles can become 
sensitive to a given analyte, can be rendered water soluble, or can become biocompatible. This control 
is typically achieved by functionalizing the dots surface with different chemical or biological ligands 
and will ultimately determine the usefulness of QDs as a sensing tool. 
2.1. Chemical synthesis  
Long before the popularization of QDs, a theoretical framework concerning QDs’ properties had 
already been established [31]. However, pioneering synthesis methods failed to provide high quality 
QDs. Arrested precipitation in solution generally yielded QDs with a low degree of crystallinity and 
broad size distributions, while synthesis in confined structured medium, such as in porous materials, 
poses problems with the recovery and functionalization of the QDs. In the literature, there are several 
reviews on the synthesis of QDs [10, 32] and in this section the focus will be on aspects related to the 
chemistry of QDs of II/VI materials. 
It was after the landmark work of Murray, Norris and Bawendi that high quality QDs became 
readily available in reasonable amounts [33]. These authors showed that CdE (E=S, Se Te) 
semiconductor nanocrystallites, with a close control of their size, could be obtained by the injection of 
dimethylcadmium and the respective chalcogenide source into a hot solvent such as tri-n-
octylphosphine oxide (TOPO). The injection of these precursors into the hot solvent (typically between 
200-300ºC) results in a short burst of nuclei which are generated in homogeneous solution. This rapid 
nucleation depletes in a large extent the reactants and limits the occurrence of further nucleations and 
subsequent growth occurs almost exclusively through Ostwald ripening. The molecules of the high 
boiling point solvents normally used also have the capability to coordinate to the nanocrystals surfaces, 
hence acting as barriers against the nanoparticles coalescence into bulk powders. The QDs produced by 
this method and similar strategies are of high quality, i.e. they consist of nanocrystals with narrow size 
distributions and organically capped surfaces. The size of the nanocrystals can be controlled by 
adjusting experimental parameters such as the type of solvent, reaction temperature and time, with the 
size of the particles increasing with increasing reaction temperature. Also control on the injection rate 
and temperature on further additions of molecular precursors to the reacting mixture, allows control of 
the shape and type of the polymorph observed in the final QDs[34]. 
The original TOPO method has been successfully implemented to coat the QDs core with a higher 
bandgap semiconductor (typically, ZnS). This can be achieved by injection of solutions of dimethyl or 
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diethylzinc and hexamethyldisilathiane ((TMS)2S) into the hot solvent containing the core CdE 
nanocrystallites [26]. 
The major drawback of the above method is the high toxicity and difficult manipulation associated 
to some of the starting chemicals. For instance Cd(CH3)2 is extremely toxic and pyrophoric, and these 
limitations become more relevant for high temperature synthesis. Although maintaining some of the 
conceptual characteristics of the original synthetic method [31], alternatives to this approach have 
emerged in the following years. One of these approaches was introduced by Trindade and O’Brien and 
involves the thermal decomposition of single-molecule precursors, i.e. a source compound that 
contains in the same molecule the elements required for the formation of the semiconductor, such as 
alkyldiseleno- or alkyldithiocarbamato metal complexes [35, 36]. This method is particularly attractive 
when readily available air-stable precursors can be employed in a one-step process to obtain 
nanocrystalline materials; this has been clearly the case of the synthesis of several metal sulphides from 
dithiocarbamato or xantate complexes [36, 37]. This approach has also been investigated to coat CdSe 
QDs with ZnS and CdS, either by the thermal decomposition of the respective metal dithiocarbamate 
complexes [38] or via sonochemical decomposition of metal xanthates [39]. 
An important advance on the synthesis of QDs using TOPO related methods was carried out by 
Peng and Peng during their mechanistic studies of such type of reactions to produce semiconductor 
nanocrystals [40]. They observed that by introducing a strong ligand in the reacting mixture, such as 
hexylphosphonic acid (HPA) or tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA), Cd(CH3)2 was immediately 
converted into Cd(II) HPA/TDPA complexes which in turn could act as the cadmium source. This 
observation was of great relevance because these cadmium complexes can be easily obtained by 
dissolving other Cd(II) compounds, such as CdO or Cd(CH3CH2O2)2, in a range of organic solvents 
(such as a phosphonic acids, fatty acids, or amines). These cadmium compounds are easier to handle 
and less expensive when compared to Cd(CH3)2, thus facilitating the scale-up synthesis of QDs of II/VI 
materials using diverse types of solvents (e.g. long chain carboxylic and phosphonic acids as well as 
amines) [41]. 
2.2 Surface modification and functionalization 
At present, the lyothermal syntheses using high boiling point solvents, are the most commonly used 
routes to QDs of II/VI materials. Although organically capped QDs produced by these approaches are 
of high quality there has been interest in developing water based synthesis of QDs with comparable 
quality. In fact, for a number of analytical applications, in particular biological related, stabilization of 
the QDs in aqueous medium is crucial. Quantum dots of mercury telluride (HgTe) and cadmium 
telluride (CdTe) with superior optical properties have been reported as interesting examples [42]. Also, 
aqueous based preparations of thiol-capped CdS [43], CdSe [44] and CdTe [45-47] have been reported. 
These generally involve the reaction between a water soluble Cd(II) salt and a chalcogenide source in 
the presence of thiolates which act as stabilizers similarly to the TOPO molecules in the above 
methods. However, in this case the capping molecules are amphiphilic molecules containing a thiol 
group strongly coordinated to the QDs surfaces and a polar group (−OH, −COOH and −NH2), that 
confers compatibility with aqueous solutions to the QDs. In these methods, the availability of sources 
for the chalcogenide (E=S, Se and Te) is limited and the corresponding acids (H2E), either directly or 
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during its preparation (NaHE), have been used. Although the lack of source alternatives have hampered 
fast developments of these aqueous-based methodologies, they are promising synthetic strategies to 
expand the range of water soluble QDs. For instance, precursors like (NH4)2Te (obtained from reaction 
between Te metal and ammonium hydroxide in the presence of aluminium) have been introduced 
recently for the synthesis of CdTe [48].  
Another possibility to obtain water compatible QDs is to promote appropriate chemical reactions at 
the surface of organically capped QDs. Phase transfer of such QDs to aqueous solution requires surface 
functionalization with hydrophilic ligands. To this end, two main general routes have been developed: 
i) exchange of the native hydrophobic ligands by hydrophilic molecules, commonly designated as ‘cap 
exchange’, or ii) encapsulation of QDs in a heterofunctional coating, through hydrophobic interaction 
with the capping molecules. 
In the first approach, the ‘cap exchange’ involves the replacement of native capping molecules (e.g. 
TOPO) with ambidentate organic ligands. These are bifunctional molecules that on one hand can 
coordinate to the QDs surface trough a soft acidic group (usually a thiol) and on the other hand have 
hydrophilic groups (for example carboxylic or aminic groups) which point outwards from the QDs 
surfaces to bulk water molecules. Regarding this matter, several monothiolated ligands have been used 
but decrease of luminescence quantum yields overtime has been reported [49-53]. A possible 
explanation relates to the coordination of water molecules to the QDs surface. In fact substitution of 
monothiols by polythiols or phosphines usually improves stability [54, 55]. Improved stability can also 
be achieved by “cap exchange” and encapsulation in dendron boxes [56, 57]. These supramolecular 
structures offer superior protection to the QDs due to the cross-linking of the dendron ligands. 
The second strategy that can be used to promote hydrophilicity of capped QDs involves the growth 
of amorphous silica shells which can be further functionalized with other molecules or polymers [58]. 
Silica coating starts with a ‘cap exchange’ reaction where the native ligands are substituted by silanes, 
e.g. mercaptopropyltris(methyloxy)silane (MPS). Condensation of the methoxysilane groups to the 
dots surfaces occurs through hydrolysis reaction in alkaline media. Further growth of the SiO2 shells 
can be achieved through hydrolysis of a silicon alkoxide (e.g. TEOS) using the Stöber method. The 
reactivity of amorphous SiO2 has wide use in different branches of chemistry and this siloxane 
chemistry can be employed to anchor a variety of organic molecules to the SiO2 surfaces [59]. 
The exchange of the native capping ligands is not a necessary condition to tailor hydrophilic 
surfaces in QDs. Encapsulation of the QDs is also possible by ‘wrapping’ the dots with amphiphilic 
macromolecules. The hydrophobic moieties of the cap interact with the native TOPO molecules (or 
analogous functional ligands) at the QDs surface, whereas the hydrophilic outer block points to the 
aqueous phase. This type of QDs encapsulation has been reported for amphiphilic copolymers [60-62], 
phospholipids [63-65] and ‘bulky’ molecules such as tetrahexyl ether derivatives of p-
sulfonatocalix[4]arene [66, 67]. However, this method is not restricted to amphiphilic molecules. For 
instance, QDs can be encapsulated with polymers via phase separation in oil-in-water microemulsions 
in the presence of a surfactant [68]. Solvent evaporation and crosslinking of the polymer structure 
results in robust nanostructures of polymer encapsulated QDs [68]. 
The combined use of polymers and QDs can produce an endless number of nanocomposites with 
diverse properties. Additionally to the QDs’ unique properties, there is interest in exploiting synergistic 
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effects which might arise from their intimate combination with the polymer matrix. For example, the 
colloidal stability of organically capped QDs in organic media, provided by the native capping 
molecules, can be exploited to prepare polymer nanocomposites by in-situ miniemulsion 
polymerization in the presence of the dots. This technique was prototyped with a series of inorganic 
nanofillers, such as TiO2 [69-71], SiO2 [72] and carbon black powders [73], in which the nanofillers 
have been dispersed in the monomer without any previous surface treatment. More recently, the 
encapsulation of organically capped nanoparticles (QDs and nanometals) by in situ miniemulsion 
polymerization was demonstrated for PS [74, 75], PBA [74, 76] and PS/PMMA [77]. The optical 
behavior of the nanocomposites seems to depend on a number of parameters which include the type of 
polymer used. Studies on the luminescence behavior of homogeneous CdSe/PBA show highly 
luminescent nanocomposites unlike their polystyrene analogues [78].  
Note that in this strategy there is no formation of strong covalent bonds between the capping 
molecules and the polymer molecules. In fact, the experimental conditions need to be optimized in 
order to limit migration of the dots to the surface of the polymer beads. Nevertheless, these 
nanocomposites contain functional groups that allow surface modification by relatively simple 
methods. For example, PBA based nanocomposites contain polyester groups that can be hydrolyzed to 
provide carboxylic functionalities at the surface and hence, allowing biofunctionalization with anti-
bodies via formation of peptide linkages [76]. 
The functionalization of QDs with polimerizable groups can induce graft copolymerization with 
vinyl monomers, thus leading to a homogeneous distribution of QDs inside polymer latexes. The 
introduction of vinyl-functionalized CdSe/ZnS in styrene droplets, by exchange of the native capping 
by 4-mercaptovinylbenzene, has been investigated in miniemulsion polymerization but still migration 
of the dots to the surface was observed along with the deterioration of the photoluminescence of the 
final material [75]. An hybrid method that comprises in a first step the silica encapsulation of the 
CdSe/ZnS dots, followed by functionalization of the silica at the surface with 
methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAS) and then graft copolymerization, gave core-shell QDs-
polymer nanocomposites, but again there was a decrease on the luminescence of the nanomaterials 
[79]. 
Figure 3 summarizes some of the innovative chemical strategies that have been used to produce 
organically capped and/or polymer encapsulated QDs, as discussed above. However, there is still a 
number of practical issues which need improvement. The broad particle size distribution of the 
nanocomposites and difficulties to obtain an homogeneous distribution of QDs inside the polymer 
particles, sometimes associated to a detrimental effect on the optical behavior of the nanocomposites, 
led researchers to introduce new polymerization methods, such as surface initiated controlled/living 
polymerization. This type of approach has been successfully demonstrated for the controlled growth of 
dense polymer brushes from several inorganic surfaces, such as gold, [80, 81] SiO2, [82, 83] and 
magnetic nanoparticles (magnetite/PMMA) [84]. More recently, these surface initiated methods have 
been investigated to attain the controlled growth of polymeric phases from the surface of 
functionalized QDs. As such, there is intense research in using synthetic techniques, such as addition–
fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT) [85], nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP) 
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[86] and atom-transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [87], applied to the functionalization of QDs 
surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 3. Scheme illustrating some of the methods for chemical surface modification of QDs. 
3. Sensing mechanisms and applications 
The combination of appealing optical properties with the facility of bioconjugation make 
semiconductor nanocrystals an attractive tool for a wide variety of applications. In the field of optical 
sensors, the ability to tune the QDs optical properties and to tailor the chemical and biological 
characteristics of their surface contribute to an increasing number of sensing strategies. An overview of 
the use of QDs in different fields of optical sensing will be addressed in the following sections. Focus 
will be given to key developments and latest reported advances, particularly those with potential for 
future optical fiber sensing applications. 
3.1. Physical sensors 
While at present, some of the most attractive features of QDs are being explored in biosensing 
applications, their temperature behavior renders them excellent temperature probes with many potential 
uses [88-90]. 
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Walker et al. first characterized the temperature response of colloidal quantum dots immobilized in 
polymer hosts [91]. In this work, core-shell CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals entrapped in poly(lauryl 
methacrylate) - PLMA, were subjected to temperature changes while excited with a 488 nm laser line. 
Monitoring the photoluminescence of the doped polymer membrane revealed that the peak wavelength 
(λpeak), the linewidth, and the intensity of this emission were all strongly temperature dependent. A 
blue shift of 20 nm in the peak emission was observed, while the temperature decreased from 42ºC 
to -173ºC. In the same temperature range, the FWHM decreased from 26 nm at higher temperatures to 
22 nm at lower temperatures. However, the strongest effect was observed in the photoluminescence 
intensity which increased by a factor of five as temperature decreased. In particular, for the near 
ambient temperature range (5ºC to 40ºC), the photoluminescence intensity change was linear and in the 
order of -1.3% per ºC. It was shown that, in this temperature range, the wavelength shift was small 
(~ 2 nm) and the FWHM variation was negligible (<1 nm). All the changes were reversible with 
temperature. Good reproducibility was observed even after 3 hours of continuous irradiation, 
demonstrating high photostability of immobilized CdSe/ZnS QDs. This temperature behavior was 
essentially identical for QDs excited at different wavelengths (460, 530, and 580 nm) and in different 
host materials (polymer and sol-gel).  
This work established the suitability of QDs as temperature references in luminescence based 
sensing applications. The fact that sensing was achieved within a solid host opened a pathway for 
future works with optical fiber and waveguide platforms. 
3.2. Chemical sensors 
In contrast with the fast widespread use of QDs in bio-imaging and sensing applications, the use of 
such semiconductor nanoparticles as chemical sensing probes had a somewhat slower start [11]. Until 
very recently, few reports had been published concerning the application of QDs as luminescent 
indicators for detection of chemical species. Nevertheless, the luminescence of core QDs can be very 
sensitive to the surrounding chemical environment. This can be the path for using nanocrystals as 
chemical sensors, provided that some selectivity can be achieved. The desired selectivity can be 
controlled by chemically tailoring the outer surface of the semiconductor nanoparticles. The methods 
referred to above to control the nanocrystals solubility and stability are the starting point from which 
further functionalization will allow QD-based sensing indicators. Presently, a significant number of 
chemical sensing strategies using QDs is being explored [14].  
Coating the QDs’ surfaces with suitable ligands can have a strong effect on its luminescent response 
to specific chemical species. In fact, the presence of the analyte can quench or enhance the nanocrystal 
luminescence, depending on the functionalization strategy. In a representative work, Chen and 
Rosenzweig [92] were able to alter the selectivity of CdS nanoparticles to respond either to Zn2+or 
Cu2+ ions, simply by changing their capping layer. They showed that, while polyphosphate-capped CdS 
quantum dots responded to almost all mono and divalent metal cations (showing no ion selectivity), 
thioglycerol-capped CdS nanocrystals were sensitive only to Cu2+ and Fe3+. The QDs luminescence 
was quenched by iron(III) and copper(II). However, it was not affected by other ions occurring at 
similar concentrations. On the other hand, the luminescence emission of L-cysteine-capped CdS 
quantum dots was enhanced in the presence of zinc ions but was not affected by other cations such as 
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Cu2+, Ca2+ and Mg2+. Different mechanisms were responsible for the luminescence quenching or 
enhancement, ranging from electron-transfer to filter effects. The different processes, depend on the 
QD-probe/ion combination and are discussed in detail in [92]. Quenching by iron(III) was observed, 
which interfered with the detection of copper and zinc, however, this was attributed to an inner filter 
effect, and could be eliminated by adding fluoride ions to the solutions in order to form a colorless 
complex. Using this set of QD probes, the authors established the selective detection of zinc and 
copper in physiological buffer samples, where several other metal ions were present. Quantitative 
measurements were performed where detection limits of 0.8 µM and 0.1 µM were achieved for zinc(II) 
and copper(II), respectively. This was claimed to be the first use of semiconductor nanoparticles as 
selective ion probes in aqueous samples. More recently, the detection of copper in physiological buffer 
solutions, with a detection limit of 0.1nM, was achieved by using CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals modified 
with bovine serum albumin [93]. 
The same principle was applied for the detection of inorganic anions. The use of surface modified 
CdSe quantum dots functionalized with tert-butyl-N-(2-mercaptoethyl)-carbamate (BMC) groups for 
the determination of cyanide was demonstrated by W.J. Jin et al.[94]. Surface modification can also 
promote sensitivity to other ionic species. The detection of a diversity of ions like Fe(III), Ag(I), 
Mn(II), Ni(II) or I-, by means of a variety of processes such as inner filter effects, non-radiative 
recombination pathways, electron-transfer processes and ion-binding interactions, has been reported by 
several authors and was adequately reviewed [14].  
More complex chemical species have also been determined using different cappings at the QDs 
surfaces. In a recent work, G. H. Shi et al. demonstrated that QDs coated with oleic acid were readily 
quenched by a diversity of nitroaromatic explosive molecules, such as 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) or 
nitrobenzene (NB) [95]. Different quenching behaviors were observed for different molecules. 
Nevertheless, in most cases, modified Stern-Volmer equations could be used to provide linear 
calibration curves. Time domain measurements showed that static quenching was the dominant process 
since no change in luminescence lifetime was observed in the presence of the analyte. Detection limits 
of 10−6 to 10−7 M seem poor when compared to previously reported methods [96]. Nevertheless the 
detection mechanism is comparatively simpler and has room for improvement. 
The sensing of gases using polymer embedded nanocrystals has also been demonstrated [97]. The 
authors found that photoexcitation of the electrons in QDs could make the ligands monolayer readily 
permeable to gas molecules. Under photoirradiation, the PL properties of the nanocrystals responded to 
the environment in a reversible, rapid, and species-specific fashion. The photo-stimulated response was 
thought to be related to photon-phonon coupling of the optical absorption and emission processes 
occurring in the nanocrystals.  
Based on the same principle, more recently Potyrailo and co-workers showed that when different 
sized TOPO capped CdSe QDs were incorporated into a polymer film and photoactivated, CdSe 
nanocrystals of different sizes unexpectedly demonstrated distinct photoluminescence response 
patterns when expososed to polar and non-polar vapors in air [98]. The authors suggested that by using 
principal component analyses (PCA) of the spectral response of a multi QD doped film, a selective gas 
sensor could be obtained, thus introducing the possibility of multiparameter gas sensing. The principle 
was demonstrated by submitting a PMMA film doped with CdSe QDs with distinct average sizes (2.8 
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nm and 5.6 nm diameter), to different concentrations of methanol and toluene. In order to obtain 
selective chemical response from individual response patterns of the two distinct QD populations, 
principal components analysis technique was applied to different wavelength ranges. Plots obtained 
demonstrated that responses of the sensor film to the different vapors were well separated in the PCA 
space, allowing for easy discrimination. Such work has the potential to complement existing 
solvatochromic organic dye sensors with more photostable and reliable sensor materials. 
Uncoated QDs are sensitive to the environment pH. Nonetheless, they are also prone to oxidation 
and photodegradation. While the protective overcoating renders the nanocrystals highly photostable, 
their pH sensitivity is very much reduced. However, functionalization of the dots surface with pH 
sensitive ligands can render the resulting nanoparticles responsive to acidity levels. The 
functionalization of CdSe/ZnS QDs with a chromophore whose absorption spectrum shifted according 
to the surrounding pH has been reported [99]. The absorption shift changed the relative overlap with 
the QDs’ emission modulating the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiency according 
to pH. Using this method the authors demonstrated an approximately linear variation of the QDs’ 
luminescence intensity within the pH range 3-11 (a 30% intensity change was observed in the full 
range). It was suggested that similar organic ligands could be designed to alter their absorption and 
redox properties in response to target analytes other than H+ (or OH-), changing the luminescence of 
their conjugated QDs. A potential problem of this strategy lies in the fact that purely intensity based 
measurements are prone to be affected by several sources of optical power drift. Although the QDs’ 
luminescence lifetime was shown to be pH dependent, average values in the order of 15 ns were 
reported. Therefore the implementation of intensity independent lifetime or frequency domain 
interrogation techniques would require very fast optoelectronics. 
In a more sophisticated approach, a QD based ratiometric probe was designed by Bawendi’s team 
[100]. This was achieved by conjugating CdSe/ZnS overcoated with TOPO with a NIR luminescent 
squaraine dye. pH modulated FRET resulted in a luminescent emission displaying an isobestic point at 
640 nm enabling, therefore, the implementation of ratiometric detection schemes. The generalization of 
this approach to sensing different biochemical species is possible as the narrow, size-tunable emission 
spectrum of QDs, acting as donors, can be matched with the acceptor absorption features of an analyte 
sensitive dye, maximizing FRET efficiency. 
Overall, the reported different approaches indicate the feasibility of using surface modified QDs as 
analytical probes for the determination of biochemical species. Nevertheless, most experiments took 
place in an aqueous media while fiber sensing instrumentation most often requires the sensing dye 
immobilization.  
Very recently, however, Ruedas-Rama et al. have reported the development of multi-ion sensing 
using different combinations of QDs with selected ionophores or organic fluorophores embedded in a 
polymeric composite material [101]. In this work, the authors explored the differences in efficiency of 
fluorescence resonance energy transfer between quantum dots and proximal organic dyes in order to 
discriminate ion sensitive emission signals, while using a single excitation wavelength. In particular, 
by co-immobilizing in acrylic nanospheres green emitting QDs with lucigenin, or valinomycin and a 
selected chromoionophore, Cl2 sensitive and K+ selective sensors could be created, respectively. 
Embedding the resulting nanospheres in a common polymeric matrix, dual sensitive ionic sensors with 
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no cross talk could be created. In the presence of K+ and Cl2 the fluorescence of lucigenin is quenched, 
and QDs act as donors interacting with the deprotonated chromoionophore (acceptor) by FRET. 
Because each ion was sensed by a different independent mechanism, the resulting luminescent 
response of the ensemble allowed the authors to independently monitor the presence of each one of the 
analytes in different spectral regions (see Figure 4). 
 
 
Figure 4. Emission spectra of acrylic/QDs nanospheres acting as: (a) single K+ sensors after addition of 
KHCO3 solutions. (b) Single Cl- sensors after addition of NaCl solutions. (c) K+/Cl2 multi-ion sensors 
after addition of KCl solutions. Concentrations: 0mM(black), 2 mM(red), 5mM(green), 10mM (blue), 
20 mM (cyan), 50 mM (pink) and 200 mM (yellow). Fluorescent signals were recorded between 450 
and 750 nm (λex = 400 nm) with a spectrofluorimeter (Cary Eclipse, Varian) in a 96-well microplate. 
For all samples the pH was fixed at 7.0 by using phosphate buffer. [101] - Reproduced by permission 
of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
A similar strategy was used in order to develop a selective Na+ sensor. This was achieved by co-
doping polymer microspheres with TOPO capped CdTe QDs, a sodium ionophore X, a Nile Blue 
derivative ETH 2439 and a lipophilic tetraphenylborate cation exchanger. These probes were shown to 
respond to Na+ in the 10-4 to 0.1 M range, at pH 4.8 with excellent selectivity towards common 
interferences [102]. The microspheres were prepared by sonic particle casting, a method that was 
shown to enable the implementation of dual doped particles having precisely controlled amounts of 
two types of nanocrystals.  
The fabrication of composite materials such as these, is a very versatile technology that can be 
explored for simultaneous sensing of a diversity of chemical species, both in solution based assays or 
in solid platforms.  
In a different approach, molecular imprinting technology was used to render the photoluminescence 
of semiconductor nanocrystals sensitive to specific molecules [103]. If the synthesis of a polymer is 
made in the presence of an imprint or template molecule, cavities will be produced in the polymer, 
which are highly selective for the imprint. C.I. Lin et al. prepared molecular imprinted 
photoluminescent polymers (MIP) using CdSe nanoparticles functionalized with 4-vinylpyridine. 
Several polymers containing the QDs were imprinted with different template molecules (caffeine, uric 
acid, L-cysteine). The resulting solid polymers were ground to a fine powder and sieved. The template 
molecules were then extracted from the obtained powder.  
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The detection of the analytes was performed by incubation of the MIPs with the corresponding 
template molecules in aqueous solutions. It was observed that the photoluminescence emission of the 
MIPs was strongly quenched in the presence of the corresponding templates. However, no quenching 
occurred in the presence of other molecules. Strong quenching was observed for the caffeine imprinted 
polymer in the presence of caffeine while the presence of similar molecular structures like theophylline 
and theobromine had no effect on the photoluminescence. Also, a control polymer, with no imprint, 
showed no change in the QDs photoluminescence. These results demonstrated that it is possible to 
couple nanocrystals with the selective recognition capability of MIPs, opening several possibilities for 
the application of semiconductor nanoparticles in optical chemical sensing. 
The fact that these sensing principles were demonstrated in solid hosts, where the sensing indicators 
were hydrophobically, or covalently retained, introduces the possibility of transposing these 
technologies to optical fiber or planar waveguide platforms. 
3.3. Biosensors 
The unique optical properties of QDs established them as appealing alternatives to traditional 
organic dyes in the context of biotechnology, offering potentially greater performance in fluorescence 
based immunoassays and bio-imaging applications [12, 13, 104]. The introduction of QD technology in 
the biological domain involves its chemical stabilization, the control of its hydrophobic/hydrophilic 
properties and, finally, its conjugation with a biomolecule of interest, which will define its bio-
functionality. All these processes will influence the luminescence properties of the original QDs. 
Nevertheless, several successful strategies have been developed with covalently (or non-covalently) 
bound biomolecules to the surfaces of QDs, and some of these bioconjugated QDs are already 
commercially available [105, 106]. The size of each QD, which is much larger than that of a single dye 
molecule, is compatible with the simultaneous conjugation with more than one biomolecule. This 
provides QDs with the potential for an increased sensitivity, multi-analyte detection with single QD 
species, and other new functionalities. On the other hand, the increased size also brings some concern 
about interference with the biomolecules mobility and functionality [12]. 
In one of the first reported bio-assay applications of CdSe/ZnS QDs, these were covalently coupled 
to a protein and exhibited 20 times more luminescence intensity when compared to Rhodamine [107]. 
Additionally, the QDs were reported to be 100 times more resistant to photobleaching. This allowed 
the authors to perform ultrasensitive detection at the single-dot level. However, an on/off behavior of 
single dot emission was observed. This fluorescence ‘blinking’, also observable in some dye 
molecules, can have off-periods of several seconds in QDs which can compromise single dot 
measurements. Nevertheless, when QD ensembles are observed, this effect goes unnoticed due to 
averaging of their luminescence emission [108]. While preserving the optical properties of the QDs, 
the authors also demonstrated that the attached biomolecules were still active and able to recognize 
specific analytes. The first example of a nanocrystal in-vitro immuno-assay was the case of quantum 
dots labeled with IgG antibodies, which were recognized and agglutinated by polyclonal anti-igG. The 
authors also demonstrated cell labeling by transporting QD-transferrin bioconjugates into cultured 
HeLa cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis. 
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The potential of QDs for multicolor assays was first demonstrated by Bruchez et. al. when two 
different sized CdSe/CdS QDs, emitting green and red luminescence, were specifically bound to 
different parts of 3T3 mouse fibroblast cells, and were excited by a single optical source [7]. In this 
pioneer experiment, some nonspecific binding was observed. Higher degrees of specificity are required 
in in-vivo applications where background biomolecules can generate false positives. Stabilization and 
conjugation techniques rapidly evolved and higher levels of specificity have been achieved by different 
authors [60, 63, 109].  
In a pioneer work, Mattoussi and coworkers [109] prepared CdSe/ZnS QDs with mixed protein 
adaptors to provide nanocrystals with the specific recognition capability of antibodies. A representative 
example of such labeling/sensing platform is illustrated in Figure 5. Positively charged avidin and 
maltose-binding protein, with a positively charged tail (MBPzb), self assembled on the negatively 
charged surface of QDs capped with dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA), was bind to biotinylated antibodies 
specific for Pgp. These QD probes were selective to cells that expressed detectable levels of labelled 
PgP-GFP (green fluorescent protein). The approach is a generic strategy since different QDs can be 
conjugated to a wide range of antibodies, thus providing a whole new set of highly specific probes 
capable of very specific labeling target molecules in imaging and sensing applications.  
Since this seminal work, many similar strategies have been reported for highly specific in vivo 
applications. Xiaohu Gao et al. have developed multifunctional QD probes rendering them into 
efficient cancer markers in living organisms [62]. CdSe/ZnS protected by TOPO ligands were first 
encapsulated with an amphiphilic triblock copolymer for further protection against enzymatic 
degradation, thus avoiding particle aggregation and detrimental luminescence effects as well. Different 
labeling solutions were then explored by coating the resulting nanoparticles with polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) and a variety of tumor-targeting ligands, such as peptides, antibodies or small molecule 
inhibitors. The developed luminescent tags were shown to be extremely photostable preserving their 
luminescence characteristics even in a pH range from 1 to 14 or in different salt conditions (0.01 M to 
1 M). In vivo tumor labeling was then demonstrated in live mice where the QD probes were delivered 
to tumors by both passive and active targeting mechanisms exploring the enhanced permeability and 
retention effect of cancer cells, or the specificity of antibodies (in particular QDs tags were conjugated 
with a prostate-specific membrane antigen -PSMA-). Because many copies of the same labelling ligand 
can be linked to single dots, binding affinities could be increased by ten orders of magnitude as 
compared to single ligand markers. The authors also presented detailed studies on the in vivo behavior 
of the developed QD probes, including their biodistribution, nonspecific uptake, cellular toxicity and 
pharmacokinetics. The simultaneous imaging of multicolor QD-encoded microbeads in living animals 
was also demonstrated and compared with green fluorescent protein (GFP). QDs showed a much 
higher performance offering high contrast against tissue autofluorescence and long term imaging 
capabilities.  
Many other possibilities have been reported by other authors, from QD stained polymer beads for 
multiple color-code cell labeling, to the use of high contrast non-specific vascular imaging and the 
clear imaging and delineation of sentinel nodes using type II QDs (emission 700-800 nm) (this enables 
the possibility of providing in situ visual aid for surgical removal of small lesion otherwise 
unnoticeable)[110-112]. Presently, QDs based probes are already established tools in many medical 
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imaging applications. However, concerns have been raised over the nanocrystals’ toxicity that may 
hinder their clinical use. Although cadmium ions alone can be highly toxic to cells, coating the core-
shell dots with polymer and lipid layers minimizes the risk of contamination. However, while 
adequately coated QDs showed little or no toxicity in a variety of a cells and living animals, when 
exposed to UV excitation for long periods of time, they can become toxic to cells [113]. UV light 
seems to induce semiconductor degradation by photolysis leading to the release of highly toxic 
cadmium ions. Because the unique features of QDs are decidedly attractive for clinical use, lately a 
growing number studies regarding toxic effect of semiconductor nanocrystals and ways to circumvent 
them, such as the use of QDs without heavy metals or application of lower energy excitation, have 
been reported [114, 115]. Nevertheless, in a near future, research on the clinical use of QDs will be 
certainly directed for in vitro applications, although toxicity concerns should also be taken into 
account. 
 
 
Figure 5. Specific labelling of live cells with QDs. (a) Schematic representation of the QD antibody 
conjugation strategy. (b) Labelling of cell membranes with the QD bioconjugates: only cells expressing 
detectable levels of Pgp–GFP were labelled, those that did not express Pgp–GFP (marked with arrows) 
did not bind with QD probes. Yellow coloring in the fluorescence image indicates an overlap of green 
(Pgp–GFP) and red (QDs bioconjugate) fluorescence emission. (See Ref. [109, 116] for further details) 
Reproduced from Trends in Cell Biology, 14, Jaiswal, J. K. and Simon, S. M., Potentials and pitfalls of 
fluorescent quantum dots for biological imaging, 497-504, Copyright (2004), with permission from 
Elsevier.  
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The strategies developed for specific labeling in imaging applications were quickly adapted to the 
improvement of biosensors. The CdSe/ZnS QD-antibody conjugates developed by Matoussi et al. [8] 
were used in several direct, sandwich and competition fluorescence based immunoassays, in order to 
detect different toxins (staphylococcal enteroxin B, cholera toxin) and small molecule explosives like 
TNT. In the several assays performed, limits of detection were achieved that were, at least, as low as 
the ones obtained with dye-based assays. The same authors performed the first study about 
fluorescence resonance energy transfer in QD-protein conjugates. Nanocrystals were used as energy 
donors to acceptor dye molecules that were attached to the conjugated proteins. This configuration 
enabled the exploration of the influence of parameters such as donor-acceptor spectral overlap and 
donor-acceptor ratio on the FRET efficiency [117]. The resultant FRET enhancement contributes for 
increased assay sensitivity. These studies were intended to evaluate the possibility of quantifying 
analyte concentrations by fluorescence quenching. In sequence of the results obtained, a prototype of a 
QD FRET sensor for sugar detection was presented. Each QD was conjugated, via His-Zn 
coordination, with 15 to 20 maltose binding proteins (MBP) and with further processing a QSY-9 
quencher was bounded to each MBP. The concentration dependent quenching of the QD emission was 
obtained for two reasons: (1) the QSY-9 absorption overlapped perfectly with the emission of the 555 
nm emitting QDs, and (2) its separation distance from the QD center was within the range of FRET 
critical radius. When maltose was added to the solution, the quencher was displaced and FRET was 
interrupted. An apparent binding constant of 7.0 µM was found from the titration curve with maltose. 
A response was obtained when only certain sugars have been used, showing that the QD-MBP 
conjugate kept its specificity. These results confirmed QDs as excellent FRET donors, thus 
establishing a new tool for sensitive and specific biosensing.  
These seminal studies and applications on QD based FRET mechanisms were widely explored in a 
diversity of configurations where the nanocrystals acted either as donors or acceptors. This later 
approach is not very effective because the wide absorption spectra of QDs makes it very difficult to 
avoid direct excitation of the QDs by the excitation source. The different schemes for biosensing using 
QD FRET were recently reviewed by Rebecca C. Somers et al. [17] and include nucleic acid 
recognition by hybridization with DNA labeled acceptors, nanocrystal to nanocrystal FRET, 
conjugation with analyte sensitive chromophores or luminophores, among others. Such variety of 
solutions makes FRET-based schemes the main mechanism for QD-based biosensing.  
While early works were very generic proof of principle assays, more recently, systematic approaches 
to sensing important chemical or biological species have been addressed. In particular, a diversity of 
strategies was reported for detection of different proteins and virus species (eg. H9 avian influenza 
virus) [9, 118, 119]. While in most works described, sensing is made with the QDs dispersed in a 
solvent, recent works have reported the use of QDs doped polymer beads for immunodetection [120, 
121]. In a particular example, the surface of polymer beads was functionalized with human IgG and 
used to detect goat antihuman-IgG labled with a luminophore [121]. In this particular case, the dual 
QDs emission was used to univocally identify a particular group of beads, making way to 
multiparameter immuno-sensing. 
A particular important biosensing application of QDs is the case of glucose sensing via 
luminescence. In the first reported QD glucose sensor, nanocrystals functionalized with carboxylic 
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groups at their surfaces showed a decrease in fluorescence upon the introduction of a viologen 
quencher [122]. The author then observed a strong recovery of the luminescence intensity as increasing 
amounts of glucose were added to the solution. Glucose binding to the boronic acid substituted 
viologen quencher/receptor introduced electronic and steric changes that reduced the quenching ability. 
Non-linear Stern Volmer plots were obtained allowing for sensor calibration. In a different approach, 
MSA (D,L-mercaptosuccinic acid), caped QDs were used to probe the change in acidity resulting from 
the oxidation of glucose by the enzyme glucose oxidase, thus allowing for glucose quantification [123]. 
The unique features of QDs have established them as reference tools in imaging and sensing 
applications. Although most of the works reported refer to ‘in solution’ assays, some important 
progresses were described where biosensing took place using polymer encapsulated QDs. Such 
strategies have a strong application potential in waveguide based instrumentation. 
4. Optical fiber Sensing  
Optical fiber technology can introduce some interesting features in optical sensing applications. 
Real-time remote detection, miniaturization, immunity to electromagnetic interference and 
multiplexing ability are some of the most important ones. This has long been recognized by the 
scientific community and, presently, optical fiber sensing is already an established technology with 
many applications in industry, environmental monitoring and in the medical field [124, 125]. Currently 
this technology has already a considerable commercial market with a growing number of companies 
making its appearance. This is especially true for the measurement of physical parameters like strain 
temperature or pressure. Nevertheless, as a result of a strong research effort and many technological 
advances in areas like materials science, immobilization chemistry and optoelectronics, the use of 
optical fibers in a wide range of chemical and biological sensing applications has been enabled[126, 
127]. In this context, luminescence based sensors are by far the most representative. In fact, in recent 
years, some examples of optical fiber analytical instruments for the determination of biochemical 
parameters by luminescent methods became commercially available (e.g. Oxygen and pH sensitive). 
However, in spite of great advances, some sensors suffer from limitations. Among others, leaching and 
photo-bleaching of the sensing dyes usually are important problems that limit long term stability and, 
therefore, the reliability and commercial viability of the sensing device [128, 129].  
In this context, the unique features of QDs are highly attractive for guided wave sensing platforms 
such as integrated optics and optical fiber. In fact, their unsurpassed photostability and multiplexing 
capability can provide new interesting solutions for fiber sensing. In spite of this, to date, the 
application of QDs in optical fiber technology remains largely unexplored. Nevertheless, very recent 
progresses have been reported that will be addressed below. 
4.1. QDs’ immobilization at solid surfaces 
A key step in luminescence based sensing applications using a solid platform, such as an optical 
fiber, is to immobilize the sensing indicators at the surface. In an ideal membrane, the sensing dyes 
should be encapsulated while retaining their sensing properties, avoiding leaching into the solution and 
simultaneously allowing a chemical equilibrium to be established with the probed media. This is a 
challenging task and very often some compromises need to be considered. In this context, the 
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immobilization of colloidal QDs in solid hosts is a necessary step towards the development of guided 
wave QD sensing devices.  
Sol-gel methods are extremely versatile because they enable the encapsulation of sensing dyes in a 
porous matrix by addition of the dyes prior to the polymerization stage. Choosing the right precursors 
allows to obtain materials with different properties. In particular, by using diverse Si alkoxides, porous 
SiO2 glasses membranes can be obtained that are highly compatible with guided wave devices. 
Different sol-gel procedures have been proposed to dope materials with QDs ([14] and references 
therein). However, achieving immobilization while maintaining the QDs unique optical properties is 
not an easy task. In early attempts the sensitivity of QDs to the surrounding environment often led to 
broad size distributions and poor stability [130]. Litran et al. have reported the preparation of CdS/SiO2 
xerogel composites using a sonocatalytic method. Cd(II) doped monoliths were first prepared by 
ultrasound-promoted hydrolysis and were subsequently exposed to an H2S atmosphere, at high 
temperature in order to induce the formation of CdS nanocrystals within the solid host. The authors 
showed that this technique led to matrices with finer porosity allowing to obtain narrower QDs size 
distribution. In addition, thermal annealing at high temperature allowed to obtain long term stability of 
the optical properties. Nevertheless, at high concentration the aggregation of semiconductor particles 
lead to loss of quantum confinement effects and consequent spectral broadening [131, 132]. In 
addition, the high temperature that is necessary for simultaneous synthesis and immobilization led to 
the formation of dense glasses. While these glasses can find application in optoelectronic devices or 
solar cell implementation, its use in most sensor applications is precluded. Several approaches have 
been investigated aiming to overcome these limitations. Recent progresses include the use of 
supercritical CO2 drying allowing to obtain highly porous aerogel structures amenable to further 
functionalization and liquid phase interactions [133]. 
An efficient process to obtain concentrated and monodispersed quantum dots in a solid host is to 
prepare QDs in a previous step and then adding them to the sol before the aging or deposition steps. 
This enables proper passivation and functionalization of the dots to be performed in advance, thus 
resulting in highly photostable doped glasses [134]. Bullen and co-workers, for instances, have 
reported the successful immobilization of previously prepared QDs using colloidal methods [135]. In a 
second stage, the nanoparticles were capped with aminoethylaminopropyltrimethoxysilane 
(AEAPTMS) enabling their dissolution in polar solvents (such as propanol or ethanol). The capped 
nanoparticles were then added to the reacting mixture yielding a sol that could be used for deposition 
of thin films on different substrates (SiO2 glass, soda-lime glass, silicon, polymers) by spin- or dip-
coating techniques. The reported procedure allowed the homogenous dispersion of QDs in thin films 
without affecting their intrinsic emission properties. The authors also showed that the final films 
presented some waveguiding properties that depended on the type of immobilized nanocrystals. As the 
refractive index of the host matrix can be adjusted, this method is compatible with the realization of 
QD doped planar waveguide structures.  
Although highly luminescent materials can be obtained by doping a sol-gel host with QDs, most of 
the reported applications are related with QD laser devices. To date the implementation of a chemical 
or biochemical sensor using sol-gel QD doped materials has been limited. Nevertheless, considering 
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the variety of chemical and biological sensing applications using sol-gel immobilized organic dyes, 
such implementation would be realistic. 
Conversely, a considerable number of polymer encapsulated QD sensing applications has been 
reported. A variety of materials and strategies have been addressed for chemical and biological sensing 
with polymer encapsulated QDs. Some of the more representative approaches were addressed in 
previous sections and include PMMA CdSe films for temperature sensing [91], acrylic nanospheres for 
QD ion sensing [101], a variety of polymer beads for imaging and labeling applications [121], QD MIP 
based polymers for selective sensing [103], among others. A summary of the most representative 
immobilized-QD sensing applications is given in Table 1. While a significant number of these 
applications used QD doped polymer micro- or nano-particles, and not bulk thin films, the application 
of the former can certainly be explored in composite materials amenable with coating techniques. This 
introduces the possibility of use in solid platforms such as fibers or planar waveguides. 
Alternative immobilization approaches include the deposition of nanocrystals onto hydrophilic 
substrates using the Langmuir-Blodgett technique [136] or use of layer-by-layer (LbL) electrostatic 
self-assembly. The later technique is particularly attractive as it allows a very fine control of film 
thickness and deposition in surfaces of complex shape. In addition, it is compatible with nanocrystal 
functionalization and combination with further sensing dyes. Crisp and coworkers [137] have reported 
the coating of optical fibers and the inner surface of glass capillary with CdTe/ PDDA - 
poly(diallyldimethyl-ammoniumchloride) - using LbL. Confocal microscopy data showed that the 
prepared coatings were found to be uniform, continuous and highly luminescent. 
4.2. Optical fiber sensing applications 
There are several techniques able to immobilize QDs, thus allowing the preparation of thin films 
displaying QDs’ luminescent properties. While it is straight forward to obtain such luminescent 
materials, the type of solutions where QDs are simultaneously immobilized and allowed to interact 
with the environment for sensing purposes is still very limited. 
In this context, it is no wonder that most optical fiber sensing schemes involving QDs are 
thermometry applications, where the only interaction requirement is the establishment of thermal 
equilibrium between the sensing membrane and the environment  
Barmenkov et al. reported the first thermometry application using optical fibers and semiconductor 
nanocrystals [138]. In this work, the temperature dependence of the absorption band edge of CdSe QD-
doped phosphate glass was used as the sensing mechanism. The CdSe doped glass plate (6 mm 
thickness) was submitted to temperature changes while it was illuminated trough a standard multimode 
optical fiber using a white light source. The temperature dependent absorption spectra was then 
monitored using a second fiber and an optical spectrum analyzer. A spectral shift of the band edge of  
0.12 K/nm was reported. Using an HeNe laser to illuminate the sensor, the authors could translate the 
spectral shift into temperature dependent transmitted intensity, which was linear in the observed range. 
The operation range was of 0-150 ºC due to limited thermal resistance of the polymeric fiber coating 
but could be extended up to 350 ºC using special fibers. Because intensity measurements were 
performed, the application of this sensor in a practical application would be severely compromised by 
any source of optical power drift.  
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Table 1. Some representative examples of optical sensing with QDs immobilized in solid hosts. 
 
QD-coating Matrix measurand Mechanism Features platform REF 
CdSe SiO2Sol-gel, 
PLMA 
Temperature luminescence quenching and 
bandgap shift; 
100-315 K, 
 0.1 nm/K 
glass slides [91] 
CdSe PMMA Methanol and 
toluene  
luminescence quenching and 
enhancement 
Selectivity, PCA glass slides [98] 
CdSe-ZnS Acrylic 
(nanospheres) 
K+, Cl- FRET with chromophores and 
luminophores 
Dual sensing latex 
microspheres 
[101] 
CdSe-CdS 
 
PVC/DOS Na+ Ion exchange and energy transfer Selectivity microspheres [102] 
CdSe-ZnS MIP Caffeine luminescence quenching; Selectivity grinded 
polymer 
[103] 
CdSe-ZnS polystyrene IgG affinity binding with labelled 
goat antihuman IgG 
QDs used for 
color coding 
polymer 
microbeads 
[121] 
 
Later on, a similar principle was used to provide an oxygen sensor with a temperature reference 
[139]. In this case, a colored glass filter (GG455 –cut-off 455nm) from Schott was placed at the distal 
end of one of the fiber tips of a 50/50 fiber coupler (multimode fiber with 550/600 µm core/cladding 
diameters). The filter cut-off wavelength was determined from the observed optical bandedge of CdSe 
QDs and it was shifted to higher wavelengths with increasing temperature by 0.08 nm/ºC. The filter 
was chosen in order to maximize sensitivity by coinciding the cut-off wavelength with the spectral 
emission peak of the excitation source, a blue LED. When the blue radiation crossed the filter at the 
distal end of the fiber, it was possible to observe a temperature dependence on the back reflected 
intensity. In this case, a ratiometric scheme was implemented to avoid error induced by optical power 
drift. Because a fiber taper doped with an oxygen sensitive sol-gel glass was connected to the other 
fiber output of the coupler, this system enabled simultaneous oxygen and temperature measurements.  
In the works mentioned above, the semiconductor nanocrystals have not been passivated and, 
therefore, the resulting composite material showed low luminescence at room temperature. In a recent 
work the use of luminescent colloidal nanocrystals for optical fiber temperature sensing has been 
reported [140]; distinct sized core-shell CdSe/ZnS and CdTe/ZnS QDs, with peak emission 
wavelengths at 520 nm, 600 nm and 680 nm (QD520, QD600, QD680) were immobilized using a non-
hydrolytic sol-gel matrix [141]. The temperature behavior of different doped sol-gel samples was tested 
using an optical fiber bundle to excite and collect the nanocrystals’ luminescent emission. A blue LED 
was used to excite all samples which were interrogated using a CCD spectrometer. The observed 
response was in accordance with the observation of Walker et al.[91]: as the temperature of the sensing 
samples was increased, the luminescence intensity decreased, the peak wavelength shifted towards the 
red and the spectral width increased. In the temperature range investigated, the changes were linear and 
reversible.  
In Figure 6a the spectral response of a sample doped with QD520 can be observed. The temperature 
of the sample was increased from 14ºC to 43ºC. From this data, it was possible to estimate that the 
luminescence intensity was decreased, as temperature increased, with a rate of -1.6% per ºC. A similar 
behavior was obtained with other nanocrystals of different sizes with intensity decrease rates ranging 
between -0.7% and -1.6% per ºC.  
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Figure 6. Temperature response of the luminescence emission of sol-gel immobilized CdSe/ZnS 
nanocrystals for a range of 11ºC to 48ºC: a) Spectral response of QD520 ; b) Peak emission wavelength 
of QD600 as a function of temperature. 
The peak wavelength of all samples, λpeak, increased in a linear way as the temperature was raised. 
This is shown in Figure 6b for a sample doped with QD600. The experimental data was well fitted to the 
Varshni relation which describes the temperature dependence of the band gap energy in the bulk 
semiconductor [142]. This indicates that the dominant process behind the temperature dependence of 
the luminescence peak in QDs is the same as in the bulk semiconductor and, therefore, it should be 
independent of the dot’s size. In fact, as temperature increases, the band gap energy decreases because 
the crystal lattice expands and the inter-atomic bonds are weakened. As a consequence, less energy will 
be necessary to excite a charge carrier. On the other hand, it can be calculated that the change in the dot 
size due to thermal expansion has a negligible effect in the confinement energy. In addition, because 
the energy gap of both core and shell material change, although at different rates, the confinement 
energy change is still small when compared to the observed shift [143].  
Comparing the wavelength shift in different samples it was concluded that for all the cases, the rate 
of change of λpeak towards longer wavelengths, as the temperature increased, was approximately 0.2 
nm/ºC.  
Both luminescence intensity variation and the wavelength shift could be used to obtain temperature 
information. However, simple intensity measurements are prone to error due to optical power source 
fluctuations, detector drift, changing coupling conditions, etc. Therefore, the system susceptibility to 
optical power changes was evaluated. For this purpose the luminescent intensity response of QD600 to 
temperature was recorded for three different levels of LED output power (100%, 90% and 80%). In 
Figure 7a, it is clearly shown that the luminescence intensity response depended strongly on the LED 
output. Additionally, in each individual curve, a non-linearity was observed at lower temperatures, 
which was ascribed to water condensation at the surface of the sample which consequently changed the 
coupling conditions.  
A simple detection scheme was implemented in order to take self-referenced temperature 
measurements. This was achieved by taking two signals, S1 and S2, corresponding to two narrow 
spectral windows on opposite sides of the spectrum, which were normalized according to 
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SQD=(S1-S2)/(S1+S2). Due to the presence of a temperature dependent wavelength shift, the resulting 
output was proportional to temperature and independent of the optical power level in the system. With 
the application of this scheme, the temperature measurements were rendered independent of the optical 
power level (shown in Figure 7b). An accuracy of approximately 0.3 ºC was estimated by linear 
regression analysis.  
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Figure 7. a) Luminescent intensity of QD600 as a function of temperature for three levels of LED 
optical power (100%, 90%, and 80%); b) Corresponding normalized outputs (SQD). 
These results demonstrated that QDs can be used as self-referenced temperature probes. The 
ratiometric processing is made possible by the presence of a wavelength shift and can be a valuable 
tool in many applications since, most of the times, temperature is an important parameter for any 
biological system. 
The same detection scheme was used to simultaneously monitor two samples doped with distinct 
QDs using the same optical fiber system. Both transmission and reflection topologies were successfully 
tested, using optical fiber bundles (shown in Figure 8), demonstrating the QDs’ potential for 
multiplexed optical fiber sensing. Figure 9a shows the spectral response of two different samples 
(QD600 and QD680) displaying well discriminated emission spectra with independent temperature 
responses. This can be further confirmed observing the simultaneous response of both samples as their 
temperature changed independently (Figure 9b). To the best of our knowledge this was the first optical 
fiber multiplexing application using QDs [140]. 
In a different approach, De Bastida et al. used the LbL technique to coat a tapered optical fibre tip 
with CdTe QDs of different sizes [144]. The produced fiber probes were then used as luminescent 
thermometers. The behaviour of the dots luminescence intensity and wavelength was very similar to 
those reported by other authors, which demonstrated the preservation of the QDs’ luminescent features. 
Nevertheless, because no core-shell QDs were used, thermal annealing under a nitrogen atmosphere 
was carried out in order to increase the resistance of QDs towards oxidation. In another work, the same 
authors demonstrated the feasibility of coating the inner surface of hollow core fibers with a film 
composed of QDs [145]. The fiber inner diameter was 50 µm demonstrating the ability of the LbL 
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technique for coating morphological complex surfaces of reduced dimensions. The produced tips were 
used as a temperature sensor. 
While this was the first reported LbL QDs sensor, the versatility of this technique will contribute for 
the feasibility of further biochemical optical fiber QD-based sensing applications. A representative 
example of the versatility of a QD-LbL combination was reported by Ruan et al.. In this work, the 
authors took advantage of the semiconductor properties of CdSe/ZnS QDs in order to assemble a 
photodetector on the surface of an optical fiber tip using the LbL technique [146]. This demonstration 
allows one to envision future applications where QDs can simultaneously fulfill the role of an optical 
source, a detector and the sensing layer. 
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Figure 8. Reflection (a) and transmission (b) configurations used to interrogate simultaneously two 
different samples of sol-gel glass doped with semiconductor nanocrystals. 
Temperature is of paramount importance in many biochemical sensing applications because the 
luminescent response of organic dyes always depends on this working parameter. Therefore, 
combining nanocrystals with a sensing dye, it is possible to obtain simultaneous information about a 
chemical parameter and temperature. Due to the ability to tune their optical properties, QDs with no 
spectral overlap with a particular sensing dye can be easily chosen allowing this technique to be 
implemented in a variety of applications. 
Recently, the application of QDs in a dual sensing configuration was demonstrated in the context of 
an oxygen sensor [147]. Temperature has a double effect on the sensor calibration function. It 
introduces higher probability of non-radiative transitions, thus decreasing the luminescence yield and 
the lifetime of the excited state, and it changes the oxygen diffusion coefficient into the sensing 
membranes. In order to obtain an univocal measurement of oxygen concentration by luminescent 
methods the simultaneous determination of temperature is required. CdSe/ZnS QDs were used to 
provide such independent measurement. The nanocrystals were immobilized in a dense non-hydrolytic 
SiO2 sol-gel material, with low oxygen permeability, presenting an oxygen independent luminescence 
output. Also, QDs emitting at 520 nm were used to minimize any spectral overlap with the excitation 
source (a blue LED – 473 nm) or the oxygen sensitive luminescence signal (600 nm emission from  
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Tris(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthrolin) ruthenium (II) chloride -Ru(dpp)-). An optical fiber coupler 
(600/550 µm silica fiber) was used to excite and interrogate the QDs sample together with an oxygen 
sensing sample (sol-gel doped with Ru(dpp)).  
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Figure 9. a) Spectral response of two distinct QD samples (QD600 and QD680) to independent changes 
of temperature (inserted:  Normalized SQD signals for both samples as function of the applied 
temperature – only the temperature of QD600 was changed); b) Normalized responses, SQD600 and 
SQD680 during a time interval in which alternate independent temperature changes were applied to each 
sample.  
Each of the sensing elements was individually calibrated and it was shown that oxygen 
measurements could be made with an uncertainty of ± 2 % for oxygen concentration, while for 
temperature this range was ± 1ºC. This poor performance, as compared to previous reports using single 
parameter sensing, was mainly due to a reduced signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). LED excitation together 
with the low efficiency of extrinsic sensing elements contributed to this problem. Moreover, it was 
possible to demonstrate dual parameter sensing using this scheme. In Figure 10, the response of the 
two sensors to applied temperature and oxygen changes can be observed. The sensors were submitted 
to alternate atmospheres of air and pure nitrogen while a temperature step was applied. 
Figure 10a shows the oxygen measurements obtained directly from the Ru(dpp) luminescent output. 
It is shown that the luminescence intensity followed the changes in oxygen content. However, while at 
ambient temperature it accurately yielded concentrations of nearly 0% (in nitrogen) and 21% (in air), at 
an higher temperature the retrieved values were of 10% (in nitrogen) and 30% (in air). The increased 
concentration values resulted from a temperature induced error. 
The QDs output, on the other hand, allowed to accurately retrieve the applied temperature step, 
showing no sensitivity to the changes in oxygen concentration (Figure 10b). Since the temperature 
response of Ru(dpp) was known, using the temperature information from the QDs, it was possible to 
correct the oxygen measurements. Figure 10c shows that the corrected response was accurate 
throughout the whole temperature range. Therefore, a 10% error in oxygen concentration, induced by a 
temperature variation of a few degrees, could be fully compensated using the dual sensing scheme. 
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Figure 10. Sensor output when subjected to simultaneous change of oxygen and temperature: (a) O2 
measured by Ru(dpp); (b) temperature measured by QD; (b) temperature compensated O2 
measurement. 
While the results obtained where not impressive from the accuracy point of view, there is much 
room for improvement. Using intrinsic fiber probes, associated with laser excitation, can allow to 
increase the SNR and, therefore, the precision of the measurements. The QDs’ tuneability, on the other 
hand, will enable the application of this scheme to virtually any luminescence based sensor. 
Other possibilities of QDs improving the performance of oxygen sensors were recently addressed 
[148]. By using a sol-gel prepared SiO2 sample doped with CdSe/ZnS QDs, with low oxygen 
permeability, combined with an oxygen sensing film, it was possible to implement a ratiometric 
reference scheme. In this particular case, temperature was kept constant and the luminescent output of 
QD520 was used as an intensity reference. The oxygen sensor was obtained by doping sol-gel glasses 
with the complex [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (bpy: 2,2’-bipyridine). Only wavelengths lower than 520 nm are 
absorbed by these nanocrystals. Therefore, its luminescent intensity was affected by the excitation 
radiation but not by the emission of ruthenium dyes. As a consequence, oxygen had no effect on the 
QDs’ emission, which was proportional only to the exciting optical power. From these conditions it 
resulted that the ratiometric detection of the luminescence emissions of QDs and a [Ru(bpy)3]2+doped 
sensor were proportional to oxygen and independent of the optical source intensity. This is clearly 
shown in Figure 11a where the ratiometric output is compared with the raw [Ru(bpy)3]2+emission 
while the luminescence output of the excitation source is slowly modulated. 
Using this scheme it was possible to compensate intensity changes of the excitation source up to 
80%. In principle, it would be possible to use this scheme even with changing temperatures. 
Temperature would be given by the wavelength shift and used to correct the intensities of both QDs 
and the oxygen sensor. The corrected QDs intensity could then be used as an intensity reference. In 
spite of all, the scheme does not eliminate the calibration drift due to photobleaching.  
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Figure 11. a) Sensor response to O2/N2 saturation cycles while excitation optical power was slowly 
changed from 100% to 70%. Both the raw luminescent output signal of Ru(bpy), and the ratiometric 
signal obtained using the QDs luminescence are shown. b) a picture of the luminescent QD and oxygen 
sensing samples excited using a fiber bundle. 
Using QDs with an emission wavelength shorter than that of an associated sensing dye, will provide 
a variety of luminescence based biochemical sensors with very stable intensity or temperature 
references. Conversely, if the QD’s emission is shifted towards the red, using an emission wavelength 
higher than that of the sensing dye will introduce the possibility of transforming the QDs in a sensing 
indicator.  
The possibility of obtaining oxygen sensors with different spectral signatures was investigated. 
CdTe/ZnS, with emission peak at 680 nm, were immobilized in sol-gel glass and sandwiched together 
with a Ru(dpp) doped sol-gel sample, as shown in the insert of Figure 12b, and placed inside a closed 
chamber. To avoid direct excitation of the QDs from the LED, a long pass (600 nm cut-off) filter was 
placed between the two samples. Excitation and detection were performed using fiber bundles. 
Figure 12b shows the spectral response of the sandwich arrangement to atmospheres of pure 
oxygen and pure nitrogen. The response of a film of [Ru(bpy)3]2+alone is shown in Figure 12a for 
comparison purposes. The emission peak corresponding to the nanocrystals emission is clearly visible 
in Figure 12b. In addition, some features appear in the spectral region of 650-675 nm , looking like a 
secondary peak or a depression in the dye emission, which could be due to some wavelength dependent 
absorption of the dye radiation by the QDs. The emission of the nanocrystals is clearly oxygen 
dependent.  
A careful comparison between the spectral responses with and without the QDs allowed to confirm 
an increase in the sensitivity to oxygen in the spectral region between 700-800 nm. Maximum 
enhancement took place at approximately 760nm. At this particular wavelength, the quenching 
efficiency was improved by a factor of 2.4.  
These results demonstrate that it is possible to obtain oxygen sensitivity in different spectral regions 
using QDs. The ideal situation would be to have nanocrystals emitting in the near infrared with no 
spectral overlap with the ruthenium dyes. The application of this principle using nanocrystals with 
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different emission peaks, combined with the adequate sensing dye, would allow to obtain a set of 
oxygen sensors with different spectral signatures, suitable for wavelength multiplexing. Nanocrystals 
with longer emission wavelengths would greatly enhance the performance of this sandwich 
configuration since their emission spectra would not overlap with that of the sensing dye. In principle, 
this could be achieved using InAs or PbSe QDs, providing interesting solutions for near infrared 
wavelength multiplexed chemical sensing. In a more sophisticated approach, FRET could be used if 
the QDs and the indicator were adequately conjugated. However, the major problem of avoiding direct 
excitation of the sensing dye by the QDs would still limit the sensor performance. 
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Figure 12. Spectral responses in saturated atmospheres of N2 an O2 (Inserted: a scheme of the sensing 
configuration): (a) Ru(bpy); (b) Ru(bpy) + long pass filter (600 nm) + QD680. 
In what was probably the first QD-based optical fiber biosensor, a reagentless, regenerable and 
portable immunosensor was developed by Aoyagi and Kudo [149]. Qdot655TM –labeled proteinA,  
purchased from Quantum Dot Corporation, were immobilized on the surface of a 1 mm diameter glass 
slide. The functionalized glass membrane was them placed on top of an Y fiber bundle through which 
excitation and detection of luminescent signals could be performed using a fluorometer (Figure 13a). 
The sensing probe was then used to selectively detect immunoglobulin G (IgG) in standard solutions 
containing other proteins. It was shown that the binding of IgG to proteinA caused quenching of the 
QDs luminescence intensity due to FRET between the nanocrystals and the bound sample protein. The 
quenching rate was proportional to the immunoglobulin concentration in the 0.0 to 6.0 mg/mL as it can 
be seen in Figure 13b. The measuring range could be modified by changing parameters such as the 
amount of immobilized protein A on the glass plate and the diameter of the detecting optical fiber. 
Although 20 min were necessary for luminescence to attain the steady state, the authors observed the 
dynamics of the quenching process and concluded that most of the quenching events took place within 
the first minute of reaction, allowing for nearly real time detection. The sensing probes could be 
regenerated as the IgG bonds to protein A can be broken in a low pH solution (pH 2–4). This pioneer 
work demonstrated that QDs can be used to develop biosensing probes with very attractive 
characteristics such as selectivity, reversibility and in-situ operation with no need to add extra reagents 
to the probed solutions. 
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Besides the LbL configurations, all the sensing schemes reported so far were extrinsic probe 
configurations. Microstructured optical fibers (MOF), such as photonic crystal fibers (PCF) or holey 
fibers, promise to be excellent platforms for the development of intrinsic fiber probes. Particularly, 
some of these fibers typically rely on an array of air-filled tubular structures surrounding  the nucleus to 
provide guiding with an high index contrast. Besides giving the fiber superior guiding properties, these 
holes can be filled with doping materials which can be evanescently excited. These holey structures 
have a great potential for sensing applications that is just starting to unveil. 
 
 
Figure 13. a) Schematic diagram of the reagent-less fiber-optic fluorescent immunosensor. b) Typical 
relationship between the IgG concentration and the fluorescence intensity change of QD-protein A on a 
glass plate [149]. Reproduced from Biosensors and Bioelectronics, 20, Satoka Aoyagi and Masahiro 
Kudo, Development of fluorescence change-based, reagent-less optic immunosensor, 1680-1684, 
Copyright (2005), with permission from Elsevier. 
In what concerns combination of MOF with QDs, some reports have been made where the 
nanocrystals were used to dope the fiber’s voids. While the aim in these particular works was to use 
QDs as a gain medium for optical fiber lasers, the techniques that were developed can be applied in 
sensing devices. Meissner et al. have recently studied the behavior of CdSe-ZnS nanocrystals entrained 
in an array of 14.6 µm holes surrounding the 12.7 µm core of a MOF [150]. Pieces of approximately 10 
cm length were immersed in a colloidal suspension of 573 nm emitting nanocrystals in heptane. A 5 
min immersion was enough to fill the holey structure with the QDs solution by capillarity. The doped 
fibers were then pumped with a 488 nm argon line and probed with a 594 nm HeNe laser propagating 
through the fiber core. 
Using this method, the authors were able to excite the QDs luminescence which was then coupled 
into the fiber core and guided. In addition, it was observed that the amount of probe light observed 
from the end of the fiber was increased when the pump and probe were both present. The authors 
suggested that  the extra light appearing in both the fiber core as well as the outer, solid clad region, 
could be caused by optical gain. This claim, however, was a subject of debate because, typically, high 
rate pulsed pumping is necessary for QD gain to take place [151, 152]. 
In short term observations the QDs’ emission was shown to be preserved, however, slow 
degradation of the entrapped solution in the long term is a concern. In a more fundamental approach, 
Yu and coworkers have developed a versatile method for doping polymer MOF [153]. The authors 
where able to dope the core of micro-structured plastic optical fiber (POF) with CdSe-ZnS 
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nanocrystals. This was achieved by acting prior to the drawing process. A polymeric rod doped with 
QDs was inserted into the central hole of an intermediate perform with an 11 mm external diameter. 
After the drawing process a suspended-core fiber with outer and core diameters of 400 µm and 130 µm, 
respectively, was obtained. Because the QDs were in the fiber core a more efficient excitation and 
guiding capability could be obtained. The authors suggested that due to the relatively low processing 
temperatures employed (~ 200 °C) this method will enable the incorporation of both organic and 
inorganic materials. In this context, although the primary goal of the authors was the development of 
QD based optical sources and switches, this method was an important step towards the feasibility of 
MOF based biochemical sensors. 
The possibility of implementing intrinsic fiber sensors using PCF was investigated using organic 
luminescent dyes and QDs as doping agents [154]. The fiber used was an endlessly single mode PCF 
type ESM-12-01 with 54 microchannels of 6.2 µm diameter separated by 8.0 µm spacing. The holey 
structure of small pieces of PCF (typically 20 mm) were filled, by capillarity,  with different quantum 
dots, dissolved in toluene or mesitylene at micromolar concentrations. 
The fluorescence emission of the QDs inside the PCF was then observed using a microscope with 
adequate filtering to reject the excitation light at 365 nm. The cross section of the doped fiber is shown 
in Figure 14A where the QDs green luminescence is clearly visible.  
In order to evaluate the possibility of detecting free radical species, the doped fiber tips were 
exposed to a 0.5 M toluene solution of  TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxide free radical). 
This oxidative species was shown to strongly quench the luminescence of the QDs in solution (Figure 
14C). The addition of the TEMPO solution to the fiber tip lead to an almost immediate quenching of 
the observed luminescence in the immersed tip, while the opposite end (20 mm away) remained 
fluorescent with little immediate change of emission intensity. As shown in Figure 14B, the 
fluorescence intensity of the sensing tip was then almost totally recovered after a few minutes, 
remaining practically unchanged for at least a week. The recovery of the luminescence was attributed 
to the high non-linearity of the quenching of QDs’ emission by paramagnetic species combined with 
the diffusion/dilution of the analyte into the fiber. This was confirmed by observing that larger QDs, 
emitting in the red, displayed a more linear quenching behavior, because of their lower diffusion 
coefficient. This way, the recovery of luminescence was very poor and much slower when using larger 
nanoparticles. 
The authors suggested that QDs could alternatively be incorporated in a polymer matrix coating the 
inner surface of the micro channels. This would enable potentially reversible sensing tips to probe 
different sample solutions without loosing the indicator. Although the potential of MOFs for 
biosensors is being explored by different authors a fundamental difficulty arises from the need for 
analyte solution to flow through the fiber microstructure. This precludes the fusion of the MOF tips in 
standard fiber interrogation systems. Nevertheless, recent works have been presented that demonstrated 
the possibility of incorporating MOF into microfluidic circuits for use in biochip applications [155, 
156]. 
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Figure 14. (A) Fluorescence photograph of the PCF end containing green QDs (2.4 nm) after addition 
of TEMPO and recovery. (B) Time lapse fluorescence photographs (from left to right) before adding 
TEMPO, immediately after, 5, 10, and 17 minutes after addition. Photographs were taken in normal 
(A) and transverse (B) mode. Small color differences with angle are common in photonic crystals. (C) 
Stern Volmer plot for quenching of green QD by TEMPO. The numbers in (C) indicate approximately 
the delay following addition, with ‘1’ corresponding to data before TEMPO addition. [154] - 
Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
A summary of the applications where QDs were applied in optical fiber sensors is given in Table 2.  
Although, to date, very few applications on the use of nanocrystals in fiber sensors have been 
reported, some of the works presented were key steps towards the development of new sensing tools. 
QDs immobilized in different matrix were used in a diversity of applications from thermometry to 
biosensing demonstrating that the unique features of QDs together with its physicochemical versatility 
will soon introduce a new class of advanced analytical tools. 
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4.3. Applications of QDs in planar structures 
Planar structures using waveguide or microarray configurations are very appealing platforms that, 
when combined with microfluidics and electronics, can configure Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC) devices. LOC 
systems offer the possibility to carry out different functions, such as sample preparation, concentration 
and detection in a single miniaturized platform that has strong potential for batch analysis purposes. 
While LOC technologies have seen some impressive progresses [157-159], the application of QDs in 
this field is still small. Nevertheless, QD properties are very appealing for such applications, 
particularly because of their high photostability, multicolor ability and increased equivalent Stokes 
shift as these characteristics allow high density detection with increased noise rejection. 
Besides the immobilization methods previously described, some patterning and manipulation 
techniques need to be developed for the feasibility of QD based LOC devices. 
In a very interesting approach, QD encoded polymer microbeads where manipulated trough the use 
of a microfluidic Lab-on-a-disk structure [160]. The combination of centrifugal forces together with 
microfluidic channels and a geometrical barrier allowed to aggregate the color-encoded beads in a 
monolayer within a disk-based detection chamber. A parallel read out scheme could then be 
implemented using a  color CCD-camera. The automated localization, color identification, and 
fluorescent detection aiming for color-multiplexed fluorescence immunoassays was made possible by a 
dedicated image processing software. The authors could successfully identify three distinct encoded 
microbeads, using two types of QDs and an organic luminophore, thus demonstrating multiplexing 
ability. In a practical situation, each color-code can identify polymer beads functionalized with 
different antibodies, allowing for multiplexed imunodetection using standard fluorescence 
immunoassay techniques. The viability of the detection system was successfully demonstrated by 
performing a hepatitis A and a tetanus assays on the microfluidic lab-on-a-disk platform.  
In order to avoid systems with moving parts and readout schemes with complex signal processing, 
the nanocrystals should be immobilized on a solid subtract. In such cases, patterning strategies are 
necessary for the implementation of multiparameter devices. 
Lithographic techniques have been adapted to implement spatially separated patterns of different 
colloidal nanocrystals in an aminofunctionalized substrate [161]. By using masks and exposure with 
UV light, different sites could be bounded to the substrate surface in a selective mode allowing to 
obtain well defined pixilated microarrays. Similar patterning could be obtained using contact masking 
and ion implantation techniques [162]. Also by functionalizing the nanocrystals surfaces with either 
hydrophobic or hydrophilic ligands, as discussed previously, they can bind to selected sites on the 
substrate forming dual color arrays [163]. More recently, using the sol-gel technique, QDs patterns 
were formed by using UV assisted photosynthesis [164]. Using this method a precursor solution was 
spin coated on a subtract and illuminated by a patterned UV beam. Because the photochemical 
reactions only took place on the illuminated sites, an ordered array of QD pixels with diameters of few 
microns could be formed. Reshaping the curing UV beam, patterns could be made in a range of sizes 
up to hundreds of microns.  
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Table 2. – QD applications in optical fiber sensing. 
 
QD-coating Matrix Measurand Mechanism Features Fiber 
platform 
probe REF 
CdSe Phosphate 
glass  
Temperature bandgap shift - absorption  0-150ºC, 0.12 
nm/K 
multimode  extrinsic [138] 
CdSe Schott glass 
filter 
Temperature bandgap shift - absorption Simultaneous 
detection O2 and 
temperature 
multimode extrinsic [139] 
CdSe-ZnS-TOPO; 
CdTe-ZnS 
Sol-gel Temperature luminescence quenching and 
bandgap shift; 
Self referenced 
Multiplexed 
fiber bundle extrinsic [140] 
CdTe- PDDA LbL Temperature luminescence quenching; 30-100ºC, 0,2 
nm/ºC 
Multimode/ 
tapered  
intrinsic [144] 
CdTe- PDDA LbL Temperature luminescence quenching; 30-100C, 0,2 
nm/ºC  
hollow core  intrinsic [145] 
CdSe-ZnS-TOPO 
+ Ru(dpp) 
 
Sol-gel O2 ratiometric detection QD as intensity 
reference 
fiber bundle extrinsic [148] 
CdSe-ZnS-TOPO 
 
+ Ru(dpp) 
Sol-gel O2 & temperature  luminescence quenching and 
bandgap shift; 
Simultaneous 
detection O2 and 
temperature 
multimode  extrinsic [147] 
CdTe-ZnS 
+Ru(dpp) 
Sol-gel O2 QD excited by O2 sensing dye. O2 sensitivity at 
higher λ 
fiber bundle extrinsic [148] 
CdSe solution in 
PCF holes 
Oxidative species luminescence quenching partially 
reversible 
PCF  intrinsic [154] 
Qdot655-ProteinA  Glass plate  IgG FRET quenching fast reagent less 
imunodetection 
fiber bundle extrinsic [149] 
 
In most of these techniques very bright luminescent patterns could be obtained indicating the 
preservation of the nanocrystals properties after immobilization. In a recent approach, however, the 
nanocrystals luminescent emission could be strongly enhanced by coating them over substrates where 
highly ordered triangular-shaped gold nanopatterns (typical dimensions 200 nm) have been fabricated 
by electron beam lithography [165]. The enhancement is caused by the interaction between the surface 
plasmon resonances of the metallic structure and the luminescent radiation of the nanocrystals. Surface 
plasmons are a promising tool for LOC technologies because it enables the control of the quantum 
yield and the radiation emission pattern of luminescent indicators. 
All the described techniques introduce interesting possibilities of using QDs in microarray based 
configurations. However, sensing applications using such devices is yet to be demonstrated. 
Nevertheless, an important step towards the realization of QD based micro-arrays biosensors was 
reported by Sapsford et al.[166]. The authors used glass slides coated with a monolayer of neutravidin 
as the template. QDs functionalized with maltose binding protein (MBP) and avidin coordinated to 
their surface were then attached to the glass slides in discrete patterns using an intermediary bridge of 
biotinylated MBP or antibody linkers. This method allowed to control the surface location and 
concentration of the QD-protein-based structures. A six-channel patterning PDMS flow cell, was used 
to define waveguide patterns with the biotin-labeled proteins. Exposure of this biotin-protein patterned 
waveguides to MBP-QD-avidin then allowed to functionalize the waveguides with the QD probes. 
Surface FRET events were demonstrated using the fabricated arrays and CCD imaging indicating the 
feasibility of implementing surface immobilized QD biosensors. 
The use of QDs as a gain material in the implementation of laser sources is an highly studied 
subject. Recently, the possibility of using QD doped cavities as highly sensitive sensors was discussed 
by Sommers et. al [17]. Distributed feedback (DFB) and ‘whispering gallery modes’ spherical lasing 
platforms doped with environmentally responsive nanocrystals can configure extremely sensitive 
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biochemical sensors due to the non-linear behavior of the lasing process. In particular, the FRET 
mechanisms discussed before may be used to introduce analyte induced modulation of the laser gain 
coefficient. 
A striking example of the variety of bio-applications where QDs can introduced significant 
improvements is the case where CdSe/CdS nanocrystal were used to label a cantilever post array to 
study cellular microforces [167]. Passive bed of nails (BoN) arrays are used to study the forces exerted 
on the cell surface. The cells are cultured on top of an array of micropilars (Figure 15B) and, since 
each micropilar behaves like a miniature cantilever, the deformation induced by the forces exerted on 
the cell walls can be optically monitored. This can be achieved by standard optical microscopy, 
however, because the refractive index of a cell is close to that of the surrounding aqueous media, it is 
difficult to identify the borders of the cell under bright field microscopy. Techniques to increase 
contrast include differential interference contrast microscopy  or confocal microcopy. Alternatively, the 
posts can be labeled with luminescent proteins. However, proteins tend to be dissolved in buffers or 
ingested by cells. In this context, the use of QDs allowed to obtain a much better contrast and longer 
experimental observation times without photobleaching, thus improving the tracking of posts. 
 
 
Figure 15. A) Overlay of traction forces on a HASM cell fixed and stained on quantum dot labeled 
posts. B) SEM of profile of section of BoN 2µm in diameter, 5µm spacing and 7µm tall [167]. 
Reproduced from Sensors and Actuators A, 136, Addae-Mensah et al., A flexible, quantum dot-labeled 
cantilever post array for studying cellular microforces, 385-397, Copyright (2007), with permission 
from Elsevier. 
The tops of the posts were coated using a very thin layer of PDMS in which a suspension of 
quantum dots was previously mixed. The luminescent BoN was then used to obtain the map of the 
traction forces acting on a human airway smooth muscle (HASM) cell (Figure 15A). 
Even though virtually no sensing configuration using QDs in planar platforms has been reported, the 
fundamental techniques for the implementation of these devices are presently well developed. In this 
context, it is expected that a burst on the use of QD-based sensing devices in biosensing application is 
to be expected soon. 
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5. Concluding remarks 
Quantum dots are the basis for well established tools in biomedical imaging applications. In 
addition, its use in sensing configurations has seen considerable progress with a wide range of 
chemical and biosensing configurations already demonstrated. However, the application of these 
sensing principles in practical devices requires the immobilization of functionalized QDs in standard 
sensing platforms, such as optical fibers and integrated optical chips. Although there have been few 
reports on the use of QDs to obtain optical fiber or LOC configurations, some important steps were 
given towards the feasibility of these technologies.  
In particular, several versatile immobilization techniques are currently available ranging from LbL 
to sol-gel or polymer encapsulation that allow to preserve the unique optical properties of QDs. In 
addition, the use of QD-based sensors while immobilized in such membranes has been reported in 
many different applications, ranging from multi-ion detection to FRET based immunodetection. Few 
but representative examples of such sensors were demonstrated at the tip of an optical fiber or in a 
planar platform. A strong research effort is presently dedicated to QD technology which will contribute 
for the increasing quality of the available semiconductor nanoparticles, in particular increasing their 
photostability and limiting their potential toxicity. The same is true for the sensitivity and selectivity of 
many functionalization strategies. 
In this context, a considerable increase in the number of solid platform based QD sensors is to be 
expected soon. In particular, the convergence of many of the reported techniques will allow to 
implement high performance instruments: using LbL, the inner surface of microstrucured optical fibers 
can be functionalized with highly selective QD-antibody conjugates allowing for sensitive FRET 
detection of different species in simultaneous assays. Coupling such devices with microfluidic 
capabilities will enable the design of high throughput sensing tools. QDs will also play different roles 
either as an optical source, as detectors or a sensors. Ultimately, QDs sources themselves can be 
transformed into extremely sensitive sensing devices. Considering current developments, it is expected 
that in the near future QD based devices will play an important role in a new generation of 
nanotechnological instruments. 
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